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Several properties are known to be inherited from the derived factor group of a
group G by other factors F, = y,-(G)/y/+i(G) of the lower central series. Derek Robinson
proved in [1] that the denning property of any class 3£ of groups which is closed under the
forming of homomorphic images of tensor products is so inherited. Possibilities for 36 here
include the following classes.

(1) Finite groups, groups which satisfy the maximal (resp. minimal) condition,
minimax groups, min-by-max groups, groups with finite rank, groups with finite p-ranks
for all p = 0 or a prime.

The property of being a periodic .rc-group (resp. a group with finite exponent dividing
some fixed integer e) is easily seen to be inherited by F,+1 from F, for any integer i ̂  1. In
Lemma 2.2 of [3] J. P. Williams showed that the property of having finite rank passes
from F2 to F,(t > 2), while the lemma in [2] states that if Fn is periodic with finite p-rank
for all p then so is Fm for all m>n. Here we shall prove the following (where rp(X)
denotes the p-rank and ro(X) the torsion-free rank of an abelian group X).

THEOREM, (a) / / ro(Tn) = r < °°, then ro(Fn+1)=sr2n.
(b) //rp(Tn) = s<*and ro(Fn) = r <», then rp(Tn+l) « (r + sfn.

COROLLARY. If G is a group such that Tn belongs to one of the classes 3£ listed in (1)
above then Tm belongs to 3£ for all m^n.

The classes (1) indicate some of the finiteness conditions most commonly referred to.
A general result corresponding to that of Robinson on tensor products would be more
satisfactory, but F2 may be cyclic while F3 is non-cyclic and so there is no obvious
generalisation here.

A rather trivial example points to further obstacles to extending the above theorem.

EXAMPLE. Let H be the group defined by taking the free nil-3 group on generators a
and b and adding the relations a25 = 1 = b25. For i = 1, 2, 3, let F, denote y,-(H)/y,-+1(/f)
and let x be the automorphism of H which maps a to a2 and b to b3. Then [a, b]25 = l,
[a, b, a]25 = 1 = [a, b, b]25 and F2 is cyclic of order 25 and F3 is non-cyclic of order 625. It
is routine to check that [a, b, x, x] = [a, b, b]7[a, b, a]~2 and hence that [F2, (JC), (X)] =
1. But [a, b, a, x] = [a, b, a]n and [a, b, b, x] = [a, b, bf generate y3(H) and so
[F3, (x)] = F3. Thus F2 is a "polytrivial" (jc)-module but F3 is not.

Proof of the theorem. Suppose G satisfies the hypothesis of part (a) and assume
yn+2(G) = 1. As in [2] we define certain commutators as follows. Let a = [JC1; . . . , xn] for
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some JC, e G and write ax = JCI, a,, = [xi,..., *,] for i = 1, 2,..., n. Let g eG and set
ai ~ [8> xn> • • • > Xj]>)'= 1» • • • > n> a n d <xn+i = g- We can use the Jacobi identity to deduce
that

[o,g]e{au[on-j,an-j+2,xn-j+1], j = 1, . . . , n - 1). (2)

Now suppose that CT(1), . . . , o{r) are left-normed commutators of weight n which
generate a free abelian subgroup of rank r of yn modulo yn+\. Writing 5 =
(cr(l), . . . , o(r)), we have that [5, G] is generated by elements [o(k), g], and each of
these lies in an w-generated subgroup Uk(g) of the type described in (2). Since yn/5yn+i is
periodic, each of the elements a2, [on-j> &n-j+2\> j = \,.. • ,n — \ (for each k, with the
obvious notation) has some power in Syn+X and so there are integers vk(g) such that

(Uk(g)r^^([S, xkl], ...,[S, xkn\) = Tk, say,

where xkl,. . . , xkn are the entries of the commutator o(k).
Let T = TX... Tr. Then [S, G]/T is periodic and T is at most r2n -generated. It

follows that Yn+\ has torsion-free rank at most r2n, thus proving (a).
Now let T* be a free abelian subgroup of maximal rank in T. Then the image of yn+1

in GIT* is periodic, and in order to prove part (b) we may assume that yn+1 is a p-group.
Suppose a e yn and q is a prime different from p such that oq e Syn+1. Then, for g eG,
([°> 8]) = (is> #]) f°r some s e S. This is because [a, g]q = [oq, g] and yn+l is ^-divisible
and central. It follows that if F is a finitely generated subgroup of G then there is a
subgroup R of yn(F) which is generated by at most rp commutators of weight n such that
yn+i(F) ^ [(R, S), F]. We can now proceed as in the proof of the lemma in [2] to deduce
that yn+i(F) is generated by at most (rp + r)2n commutators, as required.

Proof of the corollary. Note first that the finite rank case is an immediate
consequence of the theorem, while an abelian group satisfies min if and only if it is
periodic of finite rank with rp = 0 for almost all p. For the maximal condition, if
yn(G) = Ryn+i(G) for some finitely generated subgroup R, then yn+i(G) = [R, G] is also
finitely generated, by the argument used in the above proof. If Tn is minimax, we choose
a finitely generated subgroup 5 of yn which generates a torsion-free subgroup of maximal
rank modulo yn+x and note that the integers vk(g) may be chosen to be Tr-numbers,
where n is a finite set of primes such that yn/Syn+l is a ;r-group. Then, with the same
notation, [5, G]/Tis a ^-group of finite rank and so [5, G] is minimax. Factoring, we may
assume 5 is central. It is clear that yn+x is then a ;r-group of finite rank and so minimax.
The case where Tn is min-by-max is dealt with similarly, thus concluding the proof.
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